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Outline

 Motivation
 

 Effects of a top mass length feedforward. 
                        

 Removing the cross coupling to pitch at the top 
mass.

 Sensitivity of the cross couplings



High coherence from 60 – 300 mHz

Coherence of DARM and GS13 DARM

Credit: Conor Mow-Lowry



Removal of the coherent GS13 signal

Credit: Conor Mow-Lowry



 The sus point GS13 signal can be used to 
improve DARM from .1 to .3 Hz.

 The Feedforward filter cannot ignore the pitch 
cross coupling at the Top Mass.

 It is sufficient to isolate the top mass in L and P 
to get a similar performance at the test mass.

 The L-P coupling cannot be treated with an 
unified scheme for all QUADs. 

 If these cross couplings are time dependent, 
pure Feedforward is impractical

  

Summary (so far)
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Let’s abstract the problem:

Pivot Plane

DC Pitch estimation



leff
τ=  leff  F 

F
The torque generated by the 
force F is given by:

Pivot Plane

Let’s abstract the problem:

Approximate at DC

DC Pitch estimation
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Next Steps

 Study in more detail the possible physical origin of the 
cross coupling variations across different QUADs.

 Evaluate the time dependence of  zeff   for each 
individual QUAD using collected data.

 Explore the idea of counteracting the torque in the top 
mass in a different way.

 
 



Q & A



Summary

 The sus point GS13 signal can be used to 
improve DARM from .1 to .3 Hz.

 The Feedforward filter cannot ignore cross 
coupling to Pitch at the top mass.

 It is enough to isolate the top mass in Length 
and Pitch

 The L-P coupling cannot be treated with an 
unified scheme for all SUS. 

 If these cross couplings are time dependent, 
pure Feedforward might be impractical
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 Study in more detail the possible physical origin of the 
cross coupling variations across different QUADs.

 Evaluate the time dependence of  zeff   for each 
individual QUAD using collected data.

 Explore the idea of counteracting the torque in the top 
mass in a different way.
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